
Sw-r 
Roll No Annuasa9 

Chemistry (Now Scheme) 

Paper: I (Group:) (Academic Session 2017-19) 

Marks 12 Obiective(i2 12 

Time 15 Minutes 153 

fa-vs\Jani URenetizveveyrngura - sD C. 8 zyrai 
Note You have four choices for each objective type question as A, B, C and D. The choice which you think is correct. 

fill that circle in front of that question number. Use marker or pen to fill the circles. Cutting or filling two or more 

Circles wil result in zero mark in that question. 

1. 1. The colour of hydrogen iodide gas is 

(D) E (C) purple (B) black A) colourless blue 

2 Which one gas was prepared by Haber's process? 

methane (D) amonia (C) nitrogen * (B) hydrogen uE} (A) 

e-s -3 3 Which one is the Lewis base? 

BP : NH, H Al Ch (D) (C) (B) (A) 

4 Malic acid is found in 

apple (D) orange 2 (C) sour milk u o r(B) Lemon u (A) 

5. Molecular formula of butane is 

CH (D) CHa (C) CH1o (B) GH (A) 

6. Main component of natural gas is 

pentane u (D) butane A (C) propane (B) methane (A) 

-f Uib 7 

CH,COH (A) 

7. Formula of palmitic acid is 

C,, COOH (0) CiH,COOH (C) CiyHy COOH (B) 

8. Deficiency of vitamin D causes 

rickets kSLr (D) night blindness t (C)anemia (8) scurvy iA) 

9 The major constituents of troposphere are Nitrogen and 

argon (D) carbon dioxide STUisK (C) hydrogen u (8) oxygen A) 

10. Which one of the foliowing ions does not cause 

hardness in water 

Na () SO (C) Mg (8) Ca (A) 

11. Nature of water is -kSos-11 
basic (D) acidic L (C) non- polar (8) polar (A) 

S Jeiz 12 12 IS a fraction of residual oil. 

petroleum ether à (D) petrol J (C) asphalt Ji (8) kerosene oil T (A) 
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Roi No. Annuai 20 

Chemistry (Now Scheme 
Paper: II 

( II ) 
(Academic Session 2017-19) 

Subjective (Js) 
C (1I 4 (Group: I) 

48 Marks: 48 

Time: 145 Hours 145: 
-joyLour (2)edseto�-UuJt 

Note Section I is compuisory. Attempt any Two questions from Section lI. 

Section LJE2) 
(5 x2 10) RLzi[tess 2 2 Wnte short answers to any Five Parts: 

Wnte no characteristics of irreversible chemical reaction. 

Oetine chem.cai equihbrium state 

i A then predict the direction of chemical reaction. 8 s S A ; 2. <K. S -ii 

Write equtlidrium constant expression for the given reaction 

e2H Hp)e)2H 
Define conjugate acid and conjugate base. 

vi Wnte wo properties of salts 

v Define amphoteic compounds and give one example. 

iWte down wo uses of sodium carbonate. 

- 4PLi7I6;ass . Write short answers to any Flve Parts: (Sx2=10) 3 

Oefine cendensed fomula and give an example. 

Compare any one property of organic compounds 

with inorganic compounds. 

tDefine ammonical liquor and give its uses. 

Iv Define saturated hydrocsrbons and also write its 

generai fomula 

v.Write down two uses of chloroform. 

Vi Give balanced equation for formulation of glucose. 

f p Ejift -vi V. Write down the sources of vitamin O. 

Vi. How is gelatin obtained? 

(5x2 10) - aFLAzIG;es . Write short answers to any Five Pats: 4 

Write the composition of dry air. 

Wite names of any two secondary polutants. 

Detine Acid Rain 

v Write two reasons of the importance of water V 

v.Write wo effects of water poliution. 

v Define Metallurgy. 

vi. What is blister cOpper 

vii. What is difference between ores and minerais. 

(Sectionl-22 
Each question carrlos Nine ( 5+4=9) marks iZ (5+49) rA 

5a) Write fve macroscopic characteristics of dynamic equitbrium. 

(b) Write any four uses of bases. 

6.(a) Define substitution reaction. Explain 

it with relerence to halogenation of alkanes. 

(b) Give the importance of vitamins -ek (b) 
7.(a) Give detailed account of Ammonia 

Solvay's Process along with its flow chart 

(b) Write tour effects of Hard water 
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Annual 2019 
Roll No. 

(SECONDARY PART I1, CLASS - 10) ai) 

(OBJECTIVE) 

Paper 
Group: 1 ENGLISH (Compulsory) 

Time : 20 Minutes Marks: 19 
Code: 7015 

Note: You have four choices for each objective type question as A, B, C and D. The choice which you think 

iS Correct, fill that circle in front of that question number with marker or pen. Cutting or illing nwo or 

more circles will result in zero mark in that question. 

1. (A) Choose the correct form of verb and fill up the bubble: 

(1) 1 here for two days. 

waited (C) am waitin (D) was waiting 
(A) have been waiting (B) 

(2) The boys. their homework. 
was do (D) will be done 

(A) is doing (B) are doing (C) 

(3) I snow before I went to Murree. 

(C) 
(D) had never seen never seen 

(A) have never seen (B) never saw 

(4) I you next Monday. 

(C) (D) sees 

(A) (B) shall see see 
saw 

(5) It. to rain an hour ago. 

(B) is beginning (C) began (D) had begun 
(A) begins 

Choose the word with correct spellings and fill up the bubble: 

infection 
(B) 

(C) (D) anfection 
(6) (A) infaction (B) unfection 

aducation (C) ejucation (D) edukation 
(7) (A) education (B) 

(C) (D) connects cannects 

(8) (A) konects (B) conects 

laisure (B) leisure (C) leasure (D) loasure 
(9) (A) 

(C) Choose the correct option and fill up the bubble: 

(10) The antonym of" mighty 
" is 

(B) weak grand (C) strong (D) powerless 
(A) 

(11) The synonym of" persevere" is 

(B) (A) give up persist (C) surrender D) abstract 

(12) The word " critical " means, 

objectionable (C) (D) fossil 
(A) serious (B) cuTent 

(13) The word" applauded" means; 

(B) astonished (C) paid (D) showed praise 
(A) forgave 

(14) The word " dynamic" means 

lazy (B) very fast (C) fashionable (D) active and changing 
(A) 

(D) Choose the correct option according to grammar and fill up the bubble: 

(15) Mehak is intending to go. The underlined part of sentence is; 

(B) (C) pronoun (D) adverb 
infinitive gerund CA) 

(16) If you get back late, I shall be angry. This sentence is; 

(A) second conditional (B) third conditional (C) first conditional (D) simple 

(17) I have been studying for three hours. The "tense" of this sentence is 

(A) present continuous (B) past continuous (C) present perfect (D) present perfect continuous 

(18) Arolling stone gathers no moss. The underlined part of sentence is a/ an; 

(B) adjective phrase (A) noun phrase (C) adverb phrase (D) adjective clause 

(19) The examination ended and the students went home. This sentence is 

(A) complex sentence (B) simple sentence (C) compound sentence (D) compound complex 
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Roll No 

(SECONDARY PART-I , CLASS 10") 
(SUBJECTIVE) 

Annual 2019 ENGLISH (Compulsory) 
Time: 2:10 Hours 

Paper II 
Group :I 
Marks 56 SECTION-D 2. Write short answers to any FTVE of the following questlons: i. What made non Muslims to bring their suits to the Rasool (S.A.W)? l. When does Chinese New Year start? 

10 

. What should your first aid kit consist of? 
What is meant by the " 

right profession"? v 
v. How do career counselors help you to choose the right profession? What happened to the prisoner's wealth after his death? vil. Why did the old man hurla stone at the camel? vii. How can people achieve perfection in the moral, spiritual and social areas of life? 

(SECTION-) 3. Translate the following paragraph into Urdu: 8 "Handling minor accidents at home or on the road develops a sense of crisis management. This may prepare people to tackle with unexpected emergencies with great confidence. Minor cuts and scrapes usually do not need to go to the emergency room. Yet proper care is essential to avoid infection or other complications." 
ALTERNATE QUESTION FOR FOREIGNENGLISH MEDIUM CANDIDATES 3. Rewrite the above paragraph in simple English. 4. Write down the summary of the poem* Try Again " written by W.E Hickson. 

5 
OR 

Paraphrase the following lines in simple English with reference to the context: The wind is now 
a roaring, smashing 

monster of destruction, 

raking all man's work 
from the valleys, 
from the vales, 
and sends them spinning, 
broken flying- 

5. Write an essay of 150-200 words on ANYONE of the following topics: (a) A cricket Match (b) Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah (R.A) 
15 

(c) Our School Canteen 
OR 

Write a paragraph of 100-150 words on ANYONE of the following toples: (a) A Visit to an Historical Place (b) Girl Guides A House on Fire 6. Change any FIVE of the following sentences into indirect form: 
. She said, "1 do not agree with you." 

ii. He said, " I completed my drawing half an hour ago." ii. He said, "Aren't you ashamed of yourself7" 
iv. The boy said, " What do you want me to do?" 
v. She said to me, " Tell the truth." 

vi. Farhan said to his uncle, "Plcase help me in getting some job." She said to her father, " May you live long!" 
vili. She says, 

" We have shifted to another house." 
7. Use any FTVE of the following pair of words in your own sentences: 

(1) 
(v) 
(viii) 

vii, 

device , devise cool, cold 

populous, popular 
elder, older 

(lid) 
(vi) 

() affect, effect 
(lv) 

(vii) 
8. Translate the following paragraph into English: 

medal, meddle 
pore,pour wave, waive 

ALTERNATE QUESTION FOR FOREIGN/ENGLISH MEDIUM CANDIDATES 8. Write ten sentences about " Allama Iqbal 
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SWtEes 
' 

Annual 2019 
Roll No 

Computor Science (New Scheme) (IK 11 UiE)(11) 

Paper :1 
Objective ) ( ) I 

15 (Group-1) 

Time 15 Minutes 10 Code: 7833 Marks 10 

esihih LlsrnatuihL4IeLLJa ¢ 4KiR-U L D C,B, A yLUrn 

correct, fill that circie in front of that questlon number. Use marker or pen to fill the circles. Cutting or filling two 

or more Circles will result in zero marks in that questlon 

Nole You have four choices for each objective type question as A,B, C and D. The cholco which you think ls 

-UnJ SLCTRL+C in .f-1 -1 

A 
1 1 in MS-Word, short key CTRL+C is used for 

(B) print Cut 
(D) paste a (C) 

copy 

2. A line can be drawn with the following statement 

DRAW (B) LINE (A) 
none of these sat (D) Both A and B U Bni A (C) 

3. To read information from a file, it must be opened for 

(A) 
(B) Input 

Output 
(C) 

(D) 
Both A and B Uh» Bsl A 

none of these 

-l iavidwki Ls 4 

4. In Array, maximum number of elements per dimenslon Is 

255 (B) 10 (A) 
64000 (D) 32767 (C) 

5. An element of an array is mentioned by its 

name of element etLs (D) object a (C) Array L (B) subscript ay (A) 

6. Which one is a multiple branching statement? 

(B) IF ELSE (A) (C) GOTO 
ON ERROR GOTO line number (D) ON GOTO 

7. Which of the following is a short key used to 

fun a program in GW -BASIC? 

F3 (B) F1 (A) 
(D) F4 (C) F2 

8. Which of the following is a type declaration 

character for integer variables? 

(B) (A)
(D) (C) 

9. Program upgradation refers to 

program 
enhancement UU (A) 

program identification Us4 (B) 

program development t y (C) 
program implementation uI h (D) 

-G-dn ii.10 
10. The diamond symbol represents 

Inpu Output isT w(A) 
ive (B) decision making 

(C) 
(D) processing 

remarks 
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SdCos 
Roll No Annual 2019 Computor Scionco(New schamo) 

Paper I(Group 1) 

Marks 40 
Subjoctivo 40 

1.45 
Time 1.45 Hours 

RLslr (2) »nalatr-fUUJI ) Note- Section I is compulsory. Attempt any two questlonpfrom Sectlon l (Soction-| U>) 
2 

Write short answors to any Four parts : (4 x 2= 8) 
What is " 

Divide and Conquer " rule? 

iOefine Desk checking 

I Write the names of BASIC's operational modes. 
v Write the purpose and syntax of KILL command. 8*U KILL -iv 

v Define conditional transfer of control. 

Write one difference between . WHILE -WEND FOR NEXT-vi 
VI 

FOR- NEXT and WHILE - WEND loop 

(4 x 2 8) -#4feaPLIzI es 
-3 

Write short answors to any Four parts. 
3 

Define one-dimensional array. 

. How will you fill an array? 

What is subscript variable? 
iv Define subroutune. 

Stale program file. 

vi. Write the syntax of opening a fle. 
.A 

(4x 2 8)-#ije4RPLIzI s e-s 4 

. Write short answers to any Four parts: 
Define pixel and resolution. 

. Write purpose and syntax of CIRCLE statement. i K* CIRCLE 
I What is the title bar in MS-WORD. 

iv. What is [- Beam? 
1-Beam iv 

V. Why do we use CTRL +S short USJI UK SLt CTRL+ SU A v 
cut key in MS-WORD? 

vI Whatis Drop Caps? 
Drop-Caps -vi 

Soction 1u LAO ALJr) 
S. State different guide lines for drawing a Flowchart. 
6 Differentiate between 

6 variable and constant. Explain the types of variables. (2+6) 
- S F -THEN ELSEsl F -THEN. SA Define selection structure. Explain IE - THEN statement and IF THEN ELSE statement. 
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Sul-e1 
Rol No. 

Annual 2 

Biology 
Paper: Academic Session 2017 2019) 

Subjective (E) 
(Group: I) 48 

Marks : 48 145:S Time : 1: 45 Hours 

Noto Soction I is compuls ory. Attempt any Two questions from Section I. 

(Sectlon1 JE2) 
(5 x 2 10) 

-2 
2. Write short answers to any Fivo Parts 

What is meant by cellular respiration? 

- Jui n L J -i 
Write two functions of nasal cavity. 

ui. Differentiate between acute and chronic bronchitis 

iv. Differentiate between transpiration and gutation. 
Lu»LAKP -v 

v Wrile the names of two parts of renal corpuscle 

VIDefine reflex arc. 

VI What is diabetes mellitus ? Write its cause. 

Ye tvii vili What is meant by myopia? 
3 

(5x2 10) -eaÄLAZIb;eJs 
3. Write short answers to any Flve Parts: 

What is rheumatoid arthritis ? Write its two symptoms. 

. Define the term parthenogenesis and also give an example. 

ii What is meant by caliuses? 

iv. What is meant by external fertilization? In which does it occur 

v. What is meant by incomplete dominance. Also give its example. 

-VI 

vi. What is the role of skeletal system? 

vi What do you mean by traits? Give its two examples. 

vii. Differentiate between monohybrid and dihybrid cross. 

4 
4. Write short answers to any Five Parts: (5x2 10) 

iDefine food chain and give an example. 

i. What is meant by 8iomass? 

in What is meant by consumers? Write its two types. 
-IV 

v Write two uses of fermentation. 

-V 

vWhat is single cell protein? How is it produced? 
-VI 

ViI. What is meant by vaccine? Who produced it first time. 

vii. What is meant by hallucinogens? 
viil 

Vii. Differentiate between antiseptics and disinfectants. 

Section-II-
Each question carrios Nine (5 4 =9)marks uts (5+ 49)2LUr) 

5.(a) How is kidney stone formed? Write its symptoms.

(b) 
(b) Define reflex action. Explain it with the help of 

diagram and example. 

6.(a) what is cartilage? Give detail of its three types. 

(b) Write a detailed note on binary fission? 

iuLA (a).7 7.(a) Wrile a note on flow of energy in an ecosystem. 

(b) Explain salient achievements of genetic engineering. 
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ul-e 

Roll NO. - Annual 201 

( UE)- (1) 
Biology 

( Group:1) Academic Session 2017 2019) 
Papor: 

12 Obiective i 
Marks: 12 

Code7461 153 

Tiine 15 Minutes hino)LYIRvetUiL/eLlrn4 tiD C,B.A zyLJr 

Nole: You have four choices for each objective type question as A, B, C and D. The choice which you think is correct, 

fill that circle in front of that question number. Use marker or pen to fill the circles. Cutting or filling two or more

circles will result in zero mark in that question. 

1 1. The acule bronchitis usually lasts about 

four weeks (Dthree weeks (C) two weeks 2» (B) one week (A) 

2 Which types of waste materials are 

excreted by rubber plants? 

mucilage G2 (D) (C) (8) latex (A) resins gums 

LIr ri\rvui 3 
3 The followings are all hormones except 

insulin ti (0) thyroxin dü (C) pepsinogen ë (B) glucagon KK(A) 

4. Which hormone develops the male secondary sex characters? 

insulin t (A) 
estrogen I (D) progestrone w (C) testosterone wix* (B) 

5. The number of pair of ribs in human are 

(C) 10 (B) (A) 
12 (D) 11 

-d U»s -6 
6 The ripened overy is called 

(C) egg (B) seed (A) 
sperm ( (D) fruit 

7. To attract flies and birds is the function of 

(D) anther (C) petal (B) sepal (A) 
stamen 

8 The punnett square is also called 

score board (A) 
checker board 3) 

(C) 
mendel board D) genetic board 

9 Darwin piblished his book on natural selection in 

1860 A.D 1859 A.D (C) .1858 A.D (8) 1857 A.D (A) 
(D) 

10. Utilization of nitrates by organisms is called 

ammonification (D) denitrification (C) nitrification (B) assimilation (A) 

11. The micro-organism used for the production of formic acid is £tuhinaiu i -11 

sacchromyces u (D) aspergillus (C) E.Coli duss (B) bacillus U (A) 

12. Which one of the following drugs is obtained from plants? 

streptomycin (D) morphine A (C) insulin i(B) aspirin (A) 
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Annual 2019 

Roll No. 

(bII;UIAE)(II) 

Oblectlve 
Pakistan Studles (Comp) 

Group: I (New Course) 

Paper II 

Time: 15 Mlnutes 

(s) I : 
II 

15 
Code 7913 

10 

Marks:10 

h IVL na-tuvégevcJragyKt -UL D » C, B, A ~RSyEJrn :2s 

Note You have four choices for each objective type questlon as A,B,C, and D. The choice which you 

think is correct, fill that circle in front of that question number. Use marker or pen to fill the circles. 

Cutting or filing two or more circles will result in zero mark in that question. 

E runu 1 -1 

1. 1. The flrst female Prime Minister of lslamic world was 

f (8) Madam Fatima Jinnah (R.A) 7 A) 
Madam Benazir Bhutto 

(D) Madam Khalida Zia (C) Madam Malaia yousaf Zal di JU 7 

2. Under the Punjab protection of 

women against violence Act 2016, the court settles the complaint of aggrieved women in 

r 100 days (D) ! 90 daye (C) rH80 days (8) 70 days (A) 

3. In Qallat a teritory of Balochistan and its 

surrounding. the local language is spoken 

Hindko (D) Saraikl y (C) Barahvi Ula (B) Balochi (A) 

4. The first dewan of Urdu ghazal was compiled by 

Sultan Muhammad Quli Qutab Shah AJUL (B) Mirza Muhammad Rafi Sauda h Ay (A) 

Khawaja Mir Dard pzi (0) Mir Taqi Mir 

5. Who came into power in Pakistan in 19587 

General Ayub Khan (B) General Sikandar Mirza iy s Jz (A) 

(C) General Zia-ul-Haq Uz () General Yahya Khan U Uz 

6. The largest project for producing hydro-eiectric power in 

Pakistan is 

(A) (B) Ghazi Barotha project 4 adi Tarbela Dam 

Warsak Dam (D) Mangla Dam (C) 

7. The second Isiamic Summit Conference was held in 1974 In -dn y% SLSI U» .1974 -7 

Iran w (D) Pakistan (C) Saudi Arabia t (B) Morocco y A) 

8. The people's Republic of China came into existance In 

1953 A.O (D) 1951 A.D 1949 A.D (B) 1947 A.D (A) 
(C)

9. Overseas Pakistanls were granted the right to cast a 

vote in Pakistan in 

(A) 
1997 A.D (D) 1996 A.D (C) 1995 A.D (8) 1994 A.D 

033% o total seats of the members of District Council is tMU 33% U LI & 10 

reserved for 

social workersuME (D) minoritiesUi (c) farmersu (6) women A) 
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SndI 
Roll No 

Pakistan Studles(Comp) 
Group I(New Course) 
Paper II 

(Ud2) I: 
II 

:1.45 Hours (Sublectivo Jen 1.45 Time 
40 

Marks : 40 
1jataLsuedlatrog3u Ji 

Note: Sectlon I ls compulsory. Attempt any Two questlons from section II. 

(Sectlon-IUi>) 
(6x2 12 ) 2. Write short answore to any Slx parts. 

i. Why did President Ghulam Ishaq Khan dismiss Benazir 

Bhutto's Government 

l. For what amount were the Habib Bank and UBL 

privatized? 

ii. Write two positlve impacts of nationalization on Industry. 

iv. What is meant by Geneva Accord? 

v. Write two important points of new labour pollcy 1972.f 0 l » L1972 S / v 

introduced by Bhutto's Government. 

vl. Wrte an introduction of Nepal In two sentences. 

vil. Write two lines about United Nations Secretariate. 

vif. When and where was the Wortd Trade Centre tragedy took place? 

ix. Write the introduction of SAARC in two sentences. 

joaP.zsedl 3 
3. Write short answers to any Slx parts. (6x 2 12) 

4Write the name of four countries to whom Pakistan -Lietvietsateul KuAU SU 

exports sports goods. 

i. Write the name of four heavy industries. 

ii. Write wo causes of poverty in Pakistan. 

v. Write four imports of Pakistan. 

v. How has Edward Tyler defined culture? 

vi. Write two causes of migration. - » Sou v 

vii. What is the role of Rehman Baba in the Improvement of 

Pushto language. 

vii. Write four important games of Pakistan. 

ix. Write four examples of violence against women in society 

I (8)ALJra) Section II -V 
4. Explain the Nuclear Programme of Pakistan. 

5. Explain the genesis and development of Kashmir problem. 

8. Write note on the following 

(0) Four major sources of irrigation 

G) Four important factors affecting the 

distributlon and density of population 
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W 

Roll No Annual 2019 

n II UE)-( II) 
Academia Senslon 2017 2019) 

Oblective (ut) 

Physics 
Paper I1 Group:I) 

12 
Marks 12 

16 Tume 15 Minutes 

Note You have tour choice8 for each objective type (queslion aa A, , C atd D. 1he eholge wlloh you hink 4 0ofrect 

it that ewce in tront of that question number Uae marker or pen to till tho olrelen Cutling or filing two or more crcles wil 

esult n aero mark in that question 

1 One o' the isotope of Uranum i8 

he umber ot Nautrons in this 18otope ls 

330 (D) 238 (C) 146 (U) 02 (A) 

One byte is eaual lo bt ala 2 
0 bits (D) bits (C) bits (u) 4 bits (A) 

3AND gate can be formed by using two 

NOR gates (D) NOT gates (C) NAND gates (B) AND gates (A) 

The particles emitted from a hot metal aurface are 

pretons t (O) electrons (C) nogatlve lons TU (B) positive lons *Iat (A) 

The presence of magnetic tield can be detected by a 

(B) magnetia compass U Uu small mass A) 

statonary negative charge &y d (D) stationary poutive charge y (C) 

6 I we doubie both vollage -r ybi JU Crt Lndsy s*» S 6 

and current in a Circuit while keaping its re8istance constant, tho power is 

(D) double v (C) remains unchanged t * half (B) quadruples (A) 
7 The SI unit of electric power is S.I 7 

Kwh (D) Newton (C) Watt (B) J (A) 
3 Two sml! chargod °Unil e Veutie-YU uuL 2mm iauy n -8 

Joule 

spheres are separated by 2 mm. Which of the following would produce the greater attractive force 
2/ cnd-29 +2q and + 2q - 1q and- 4q +lq and +49 (A) (D) (C) (B) 

9. Which one of the following quantity is not changed 
during refraction of light? 

its speed (B) its diroction (A) 
its frequency (C) its wavelength 

10 Index of refraction of water is 

- rU -10 
1 52 (D) 33 (C) 00 1. (B) 1.31 (A) 

11. How aoes sound travel from its source to your ear 

by vibration in wireseA t B»l t (B) by change in air pressure uiLin (A) 
infta red waves i (D) by electromagnetic waves e t (C) 

12 The relation between v,fand of a wave is 

(D) vA = f 
(C) Va fl f A (B) (A) 
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Roll No.
Annual 2019 

( II bs) 
Academic Sesslon 2017 2019 

Subjoctive (de) 

Physics 
Papor: I (Group: ) 
Marks 48 48 
Time: 1 : 45 Hours 145: 
Note: Section I is compulsory. Attempt any Two ques tlons from Soction l. 

(Section-1UI 
(5 x2- 10) Write short answers to any Flve Parts : 2 

i. Define diffraction of waves and write an example. 

i if 4llz and = 0.4m , find the value of V. sV?n a =0.4m f = 4Hz 
t Define mechanical waves and electromagnetic waves. 

iv. What is the pitch and quality of sound? 

v What is the reflection of sound? 

vi Define electromagnetic induction. - S Avi 
vii. Define mutual induction 

vii. What is relay ? Write its use. -VIn 

3. Write short answers to any Five Parts : (5 x2= 10) 3 

i. Write any two uses of lens. 

i. What is the difference between Incident ray and reflected ray? 

ii. What is meant by Real focus? 

iv. BSs and MSc stand for what? -U su MSc BSs -iv 

v. What are browsers? Give their two examples. 

vi. Define C.P.U. Why it is called the brain of computer? 

vil. Describe medical treatment of radio isotopes. 
vii. Write a note on cosmic radiations. 

-4 Write short answers to any Five Parts: (5 x2= 10) 4. 

.Define Farad. 
. What is meant by voll? 

ii. Stale Coulomb's Law. 
-V iv. Define ampere. 
-V v. What is meant by conventional current? 

vi. State Ohm's Law. 

vii. Define thermionic emission. 
e(ADC) J *) i JUkvii 

vii. What is meant by analogue to digital converter (ADC)? 

(Soction- ll,- 
Each question carries Nine marks 5+4 9)LLILUrn) 

S.(a) If in Anarkali Bazar Lahore, intensity level ofSUr VU Si 80 dB U Ay i (a).s 

sound is 80 dB, what will be the intensity of sound there? 

(b) State the conditions for total internal reflection. 

Eistupr iun LL, 4eiL 0.1 m zap -� 0.8 NU S C»vks E 7y k G» (a).6 

6.(a) The force of repulsion between two identical positive charges is 0.8 N. When the charges are 0.1 m apart, 

tind the value of each charge. 

(b) Determine the equivalent resistance of series 

combination of resistors 

7.(a) Ashes from a campfire deep a¥/ USi - 4 LUS t &S14 yhs t Sus; i (a) -7 

in a cave shows carbon 14 activity of only one-eighth the activity of fresh wood. How long ago was that 

campfire made? 

(b) What is cathode ray oscilloscope? 

Describe its components. 
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Roll No. Anmual 2019 

Advanced islamic Studies (Electivo) (U I1 E )(IV) 

Paper I1I (Group-1) (II¢ 
20 Minutes Objectivei 20 Time 

16 Marks 15 

Note:- You have four choices for each objectve type questton as A,B,C, and D. The cholce wheh 
think is correct, fill that circle In front of that question number. Use marker or pen to ill the 

circles.Cutting or filling two or more circles will result in zøro mark In that questlon 

1. 1. Quran-e-Natiq is 
1 1 

Hazrat Usman (R.A) (B) Hazrat Muhammad A (A) 

Hazrat Musa (A.H) (D) Hazrat Abu Bakar (RA) "A (C) 

2. The practical model of the Hoiy Quran is 

Hazrat Umar (R.A) p (B) Hazret All (RA) A) 

Hazrat Muhammad (D) Hazrat Abu Bakar (R.A) C) 

3. The opposite of justice is 

(A) lie (0) cruelty (C) murder (B) forbearance

4. Lawtul (Sharai) punishment was Imposed upon his son by 

Hazrat Umar (RA) '/P (B) Hazrat Abu Bakr (R.A) "A (A) 

Hazrat Ali (R.A) 2 t (D) Hazrat Usman (R.A) w (C) 

5. The word "Jehad" belongs to language 

(A) 
(D) Persian (C) Urdu y (B) Hindi Arabic 

6. An apparent enemy of man is 

(A) 
human U (D) guest (C) Davil w (8) animal 

7 
7 Meaning of is 

(D) (C) In U (B) of (A) 
what on 

8. According to grammarS is 

(B) past uA) 
imperative (D) aorist (C) future 

9 Expertise swordmen were 

(A) scholars (D) teachers (C) Mujahedeen Y (B) students 
s 10 

(A) 
10 Punishment of intentional murder is 

reward (D) heaven (C) good news (B) hell 

- Ua 11 

11 Gospel of heaven is for 

cruels U (D) believers w (C) idolaters (B) hypocrltes (A) 

12 
12. invisible creature are 

animals 
(B) angels ) (A) 

(C) birds (D) human beings WU 
fU u 13 

13 Cardiac disease is 

(A) 
asthma 

(B) moral J 
discord O (D) insult t7 (C) 

14 Hazrat Munamnad loved much to 

U (B) youngsters UiAi (A) 

15 
oiders iin (O) children auP (C) elders 

15. Root of infidelity is 

(B) love (A) 
hatefuiness (D) bribeYs (C) jealousy 
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Roll No. 
(U)= 

II: Islamiyat (Comp) 
( 1ILUAE))(TV) 

Paper: II Group: I 

Time 15 Minutes 

Objective 15 

10 

Marks 10 

Note:- You have four choices for each objective ype question as A,B.C, and D. The cholce which you 

think is corect, fill that circle In front of that question number. Use marker or pen to fill the clrcles. 

Cutting or filling two or more circles will result in zero mark In that question. 

1. 1. According to Hadith, complete it which you gain 

sermon (D) ablution (C) prayer 
(B) goodness (A) 

2. Fast of which full month are mandatory ? 

Safar (D) 
Moharam ( (C) Shawal UI (B) Ramzan ul (A) 

3. In case of impure body, bathing is 

better R (D) desireable (C) mandatory 
(B) sunnah (A) 

4. The memods of gratitude are 

- LS4 

(D) (C) (B) 2 (A) 

5. Responsibility of feeding the family lies on 

society () Govemment Us (C) woman bes (B) man Uy (A) 

6. According to saying of the Holy Rasool G, the rightof uKel Jus Jvt l 6 

care and service accrued to 

people us? (D) enemy (C)patient 
(8) healthy ses (A) 

7. The wives of the Hoiy Rasool are of Muslims. 

daughters U (D) sisters u (C) mothers u (B) grandmothers ULl (A) 

8. One group sought pemission pretending 

KJusbund (B) t (A) 
to lookafter animals to take meal 

to lookafter the offspring UuabuUsi (D) the opening of their houses KLreLus (C) 

9. Ol wives of the Holy ResoolS , do not talk to any stranger 

loudly is (D) angerilye| (C) hately e (8) politely 4 (A) 

10. Infideis have despaired of Fb uM i 10 

survival of buried in s#LU»j (8) the victory in battle 

ife () taking we alth Jc) 
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S T 
Annual 20 Roll No 

Islamiyat (Comp) (s II UE) (Su) 
Paper: II (Group : I) 

Time 1.45 Hours 
1.45 Sublectivo dein 

40 
Marks 40 

(SectionJiS 
(6x2 12) 2 

2. Write short answers to any Six parts. 
i.In Surah Ahzab, which two troops 

have been temed as "Junood"? 

i. What is the reaction of infidels after the removal of danger? 
ii. Explaln 

iv. What is the harm for a woman to talk softly 
with a stranger? 

v. Translate it 

vi. Allah Almighty has called his Rasool 
with some titles. Write any two titles. 

Vil. When will the Day of Judgment occur? How 
has Holy auran replied? 

J vii 
vii. Write meanings 

ix. On which two points 'will the believer women 

from Holy Rasooltake oath ? 

3 
3. Write short answers to any Six parts. (6x2 12) 

i. Write down the translation of Holy Hadith about Hail. 
i. Write down three benefits of fasting. 

lii. "Prayer is the pillar of religion" write down four sentences on it. 

- iv 

rv 

iv. Translate 

v. Write down the method of abiution. 

vi. Write down the Holy Quranic verse about patience and its translation. 7i «0T L/vi 
vii. According to Allah Almighty, what is the purpose of family life? 

vii. Which qualties of pious women (wives) have been described 
by Allah Aimighty? 

ix. Write down the sense of migration in lslam -4fp KA ru -ix 
(Section-II 2 

-4 
4. Tranelate any two of the foilowing Quranic verses. 

(4x2-8) 
(a) 

b) 
) 

5 Translate and explaln the following Hadith: (2,1) 5 

-6 
6. What is meant by 

(6) 
gratitude? Also write the ways to offer it. 

or 

What do you mean by " Zojain'" and 

also write their rights on each other? 
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Sw r 
Roll No. Annual 2019 

II 
20 :3 

15: 

VLyRnakuLzievLJrngya -uLe0C B A=RiyLJra: 

(F.LR)¢ K¢ (D) (C) J (B) (A) 

(D) (C) (B) hs 1 3 (A) 

(C) () (A) 

14 AA (D) (C) .14 1AA (B) 19t IAA A) 

(D) (C) (B) (A) 

(D) (C) (B) (A) 

(D) (C) (B) (A) 

-J -8 
(C) t (B) k a (A) 

(D) (C) (B) J (A) 

fuinu sl iv -10 
(D) (C) (B) (A) 

(D) (C) (B) (A) 

u LPh -12 
(D) (C) (B) (A) 

- GeS -13 
(D) 

(8) i (A) 

- SS -14 
(D) (C) (8) (A) 

- 15 
(D) (C) (B) A) 
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II 

80 

2.10: 3 (3 x 2 o6) 

2 

(2 x 2 04) 

(1) 

(UI) 
56 10 

() 

10 

(i) 
(iv) 

6 

() 
16 

6 x2 10 
UigasbrteLevirL� ezeskembses 7 

-ili 
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Roll No. 
Annual 2018 

Mathematlcs ( Sclence Group) (Un II E) (III) Paper: II 
Time: 20 Minutes Group:I 

Obloctive (i2 20 
Marks: 15 

5 -tetSAhnsoLheve-utbgvLdngKa -LDC, a, A Lira) Note.- You have four choices for each objective type question as A, B, C and D. The choice which you think is correct, 
fill that circle in front of that question number. Use marker or pen to fill the circles. Cutting or filling two 
or more ienlao *it" *~~it in ~*** ark in that question. 

1. 1 A set =la,b e Znb* 0is called a set of -i -la,be Zabe0 -1-1 natural numbers 
(B) whole numbers s 

irrational numbers sl i2 (C) 
(A) rational numbers 

(D) 2 The number of elements in power set 1,2,3} is 

(O) 8 (C) 6 (B) (A) 4 3. The extent of variatlon between two extreme observations of a data - Lu di t 3 set is measured by 

dispersion (D) quartiles i; (C) range (B) average (A) 
4 radian = 

4 4 30 (D). 150 135 (B) 115S (C) 
(A) Locus of a point in a plane equidistant from a 

5 
fixed point is called 

diameter (D) circumference (C) circle A (B) radius uu (A) 6 co sec* 0- cot 0= 
co sec -cot 6= 6 

tan () (C) (B) (A) 7. A tanget lne intersects the circle at 

no point at all (D) single point (C}wo points » (B) three points s (A) 
8. The length of a chord and the radial - U vs < i -Ak UgHUU es0 8 

segment of a circle are congruent. The central angle made by the chord will be 
75 (0) 60 C) 45 (8) 30 (A) 

9. The measure of the external angle of a regular hexagon is 

(D) (C) (B) A) 6 
10. Standard form of quadratic equation is 

h »» -10 
ar =0, a 0 (D) ax' bx, a*0 (c) a +bx +c = 0 , a*0 (8) bx +c=0 ,b* 0 (A) 

11. Product of cube roots of unity is 

(D) 1 (C) (B) (A) 12. If b' -4ac < 0 . then the roots of -Lnu ax +bx +c = 0h7rb' -4ac < 0 -12 ax +bx +C = 0 are 

equal ui (D) imaginary (C) rational (B) irratior.al (A) 
13. I then -13 

yr (0) =x' -(C) A) 
14 If , then componendo property is 

(A) 
15. A fraction in which the degree of the numerator Uknal ui e LU » r -15 

is greater or equal to the degree of denominator is called a/ an 
identity V (D) equation h (C) improper fraction (8) proper fraction (A) 
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Roll No. Annual 2019 

Mathematics (Science Group) 
Paper: I 

Group I 
Time: 2: 10 Hours3 
Marks 60 

I 
2:10 

60: Sublective 

Note 3ectlon I is compuleory. Attempt any three queetions from Sectlon but queston number 9 ls compulaory. 

SectlonUI2 
2 

Write short answors to any Slx parts : (6x2 12) 2. 

i. Define quadratic equation. 

i. Solve by factorization x*-x-20 =0 
lii. Discuss the nature of the roots of the quadratic 

equetion x+3x+5 =0 
- Sl-o+o' -iv 

iv. Evaluate (1-w+ø)° 

v. Find* of the roots of s+ unL ?-4x+3-0 B.a f 
equation**-4x+3 = 0. 

vi. Prove that the sum of all the cube roots of unity ls zero. 

- vii 

- AU K 49 16 -vi 

* 6:x::3:5 ix 

vii. Define direct variatlon. 

vii. Find a mean proportional to 16 and 49. 

ix. Find Xx if 6:x::3:5 
3 

(6x2 12) Write ahort answers to any Six oarts: 
3x-1 

i. Resolve into partial fractions 
-1 

. 1f X ={1,4,7,9 and Y={2,4,5,9 then Y-{2,4,5,9} X {1,4,7,9} 

find YuX 

il. If (2a+5,3) = (7 ,b-4) then find a and b ba? r (2a +5,3)= (7, b-4) 

iv. If Y=i-2,1,2 then find two binary relation for YxY -és de » YxY r Y={-2,1,2 v 

v. Define one one function. 

vi. The salaries of five teachers are as follows. Find mean. 

11500, 12400,15000,14500,14800 

vil. Find the modal size (mode) of shoe for the 

given data 4,4,5.6,6,6, 7,7,5,8,8,8,6,5,6,7,5 

vilil. Define Harmonic mean. 

ix. Define Mode. 
RLIzqes 4 

(6x2 12 
=4.5m, r=2.5m 

=2 cos ec 

Write short answere to any slx parts : 

I. Find 6 when 

ii. Prove that 1-cos 1+cos 
ii. Define acute angle. 

v. Define sector of a circle. 

V. Deflne tangent to a circle. 

vi. Differentlate between a chord and the diameter of a circle. 

- Szti -vi 
- U -vill 

vil. Define circum angle. 

vill. Define vertices. 

ix. Define Triangle. 

(Turn over) 
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Swe-Cr 
(2 

Seatlon-Le 

Note: Attempt any throe questlons. Each questlon carrlee Elght (8) marks but queston number 9 le compulsory. 
5.(a) Solve by using quadratic formula. x+2 4-X 

x-49x +36x+252 = 0 
(b) Solve the given equation by using synthetic divislon having roots-2 and 6 49x +36x+252 =0 

+2+-2 
+2-VVr-2 

6.(a) Solve by using theorem =2 

of componendo devidendo 

7x-25 
(x-4)(x-3) 

(6) Resolve into partial fractions 

U-{1,2,3,4,., 10 
A={1,3,5,7,9 
B {1,4,7,10 

U={1,2,3,4,.., 10} 
A={1,3,5,7,9} 

B-{1,4,7,10 
7.(a) Ste s B A, U U L4 a)-7 

then verify that (An By = AUP (AnB =A'UB 

(b) The length of 32 items are given below 

Find the mean length of the distribution. 

| Length 20-22 23-25 26-28 29-31 32 -34 
2 LEquency 3 12 

. (a) If Cos 6=4 
3 and terminal 

arm of the angle 6 is in quadrant , find the values of remaining trignometric functions. 

(6) Draw two perpendicular tangents to a circle of radius 3cm 

Prove that: Perpendicular from the centre of a clrcle on -- S ( se I Lu 4 -9 

a chord bisects it. 

OR 

Prove that: the measure of a central angle of a minor arc of a circle, is double that of the angle subtended 

by the corresponding major arc. 
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